DURATION OF STUDIES
2 years (4 semesters)

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
French
Passive knowledge of English recommended.

ADMISSION CONDITIONS
Bachelor or equivalent degree.
Admission based on application file.
unige.ch/gsi/fr/programmes/marem

The Master Programme
THE MASTER RUSSIA - EAST CENTRAL EUROPE

Offers specialised education on Russia and the countries comprising East Central Europe. Historically, these are the countries formed after the dissolution of the USSR as well as those which had a shared destiny due to the establishment of communist regimes on their soil. After the collapse of the Soviet bloc and the fall of these regimes, these countries became sovereign states. However, most of them remain linked, whether geographically, culturally, linguistically, or as a result of their shared history of communism.

This Master’s programme is interdisciplinary: while history and cultural studies are the dominant foci, other disciplines such as economics and political science are also mobilised in various ways within the curriculum. The interactions and connections between Russia and East Central Europe and other regional contexts are also explored.

To complete their degree, students may opt for a work placement or a dissertation. The work placement aims to prepare students for professional activity and requires that students write a final report about the experience gained, while the dissertation prepares students for academic research.
STUDY PROGRAMME
4 semesters (max. 6 semesters) | 120 ECTS credits

Required courses from the core curriculum
30 credits
- History of the USSR in international relations
- History of Central and Eastern Europe (1929-1989)
- History of Ukraine (19th to 21st centuries)
- The economics of Central and Eastern Europe
- Critical approach to the division of the world

Specialised courses
48 credits
Concentration in one or more areas of the core curriculum.

Electives
12 credits

30 credits

PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTS
With the integration of certain East-Central European states in the European Union and NATO and Russia's complex relationships with NATO, the EU and its close neighbors, there is a clear and urgent need for specialists in various sectors, including international and regional organisations, national and European institutions, and journalism.

UNIVERSITY TAXES
500 CHF / semester

REGISTRATION
Deadline: 28 February 2019
www.unige.ch/enrolment

CONTACTS FOR STUDIES
GLOBAL STUDIES INSTITUTE
10 rue des Vieux-Grenadiers
1205 Genève

STUDENT AFFAIRS
T. +41 (0)22 379 37 09/10/13/14
secretariat-etugsi@unige.ch

ACADEMIC ADVISOR
Maud Preher
T. +41 (0)22 379 37 11
Maud.Preher@unige.ch

www.unige.ch/gsi

All programs are subject to changes. Please consult the program regulations.